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Abstract

We present an information system, which was
developed within the project MIETTA
(Multilingual Information Extraction for Tourism
and Travel Assistance), a project in the Language
Engineering Sector of the Telematics Application
Program of the European Commission. MIETTA
facilitates multilingual information access in a
number of languages (English, Finnish, French,
German, Italian) to the tourist information (web
documents and database information) provided by
three different geographical regions: the German
federal state of Saarland, the Finnish region
around Turku and the Italian City of Rome.

The challenge of the approach is to merge the
technologies of crosslingual information retrieval
(Jamie Carbonell et al, 1997) and natural language
processing to achieve the following goals:

• Provide full access to all information
independent of the language the information
was originally encoded in and independent of
the query language;

• Provide transparent natural language access to
structured database information;

• Provide hybrid and flexible query options to
enable users to obtain maximally precise
information.

For the purpose of cross-lingual retrieval, we
apply two different methods. We use offline
automatic document translation to be able to
construct indices from web documents in others
than the original document language. This allows
the user to access the content of a document
without knowledge of the document language and

provides good retrieval performance within our
limited domain. At the same time, multilingual
access to the database information is supported by
the combination of information extraction
(Piskorski and Neumann, 2000) and multilingual
generation (Busemann and Horacek, 1998).
Information extraction extracts domain-relevant
templates from database and normalizes them in a
language-independent format, while multilingual
generation produces natural language descriptions
from templates. As a result, the database content
becomes multilingually available for the result
presentation, and natural language descriptions
can be handled in the same way as web
documents, namely, we can apply advanced free
text retrieval methods to them.

As for query and navigation options, it can be
observed that in many applications, structured
database information is accessed by means of
forms, unstructured information through free text
retrieval. In our approach, we attempt to
overcome such correlations by making it
completely transparent to the user whether they
are searching in a database or a document
collection, leaving it open to them what kind of
query they formulate. Free text queries, form-
based queries and their combination can yield
documents and structured database information.
The user can formulate their query in their own
language, while the retrieved results are presented
in a uniform textual representation in their query
language too.

The hybrid search options provided in MIETTA
are:
• Free text retrieval: The user can enter several

words or phrases to find both web documents
and descriptions generated from templates.

• Concept based navigation: The user can
navigate through web documents and
templates according to the MIETTA concept
hierarchy.

• Form-based search: The user can select fields
in a search form to access templates.



MIETTA uses the existing TNO ISM/VSM search
engine for free text retrieval (Hiemstra and Kraaij,
1998). The ISM part makes use of a fuzzy
matching algorithm based on trigrams. It allows to
match index terms with query words or phrases
containing spelling errors or morphological
variants. For example, the user can enter
“baroque palaces” and find documents and
template descriptions which contain the phrase
“baroque styled palace”. In addition to the free
text retrieval, the user can also navigate through
the concept hierarchy to search for information in
a certain category. In contrast to many other
search engines, the MIETTA user can also
combine the free text retrieval with the concept-
based navigation by formulating a query with
constrains such as “find all documents containing
the word colosseo belonging to the category Art
and Culture”, see the Figure 1.
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More restricted and goal-directed is the form-
based query, where the user can select fields in a
template form. For example, the user can select
the “Time” and the “Location” fields of a
“Concert” event template by using a query form.
In the following example, the user has formulated
a query corresponding to the constraint “give me
all information about concerts in the city center
today” (see Figure 2).

All queries are processed by the query
processing component and converted either into a
standard SQL query or an ISM/VSM query. The
result of the retrieval is presented as a uniform list
of links to textual descriptions (generated from
templates) and web documents. Both types of
information are presented, on the one hand in an
absolute ranking order, where only the relevance
of the document plays a role, and on the other
hand sorted according to the different categories.

If the user clicks on a link, they receive either a
web document or a generated text from a
template.

To summarize, the MIETTA search engine
represents a flexible way of combining
crosslingual free text retrieval with standard
database access. The hybrid query options and
their interaction provide the user with a highly
versatile range of options to express their different
search requirements, which is also reflected in the
presentation of the results and the further
navigation options.
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